
P5 Snow Homework 

Listed below are a number of suggestions for work that could be completed at home in the event 

of school closure due to bad weather. All the tasks are for consolidation and extra practice. 

Literacy 

 Use winter related words e.g. snowman, freezing or sledge to create a wordsearch for 

others in your class or school. If you have access to a computer you can use programmes 

like http://puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com/WordSearchSetupForm.asp to create 

your word search.   

 Use the following phonemes to brainstorm as many words as possible with that phoneme. 

These are phonemes we have already studied in class.  Use active spelling strategies to 

help learn these words e.g. rainbow writing, newspaper letters, pyramid words, funky 

spelling etc. You could also use diacritical marking or sort your words into phoneme 

charts. 

P5 phonemes 

oi – oy, oi 

k – c, k, ck, ch 

j – j, d, dge 

 

 Write an acrostic poem or story about winter, using the words winter, snowflake, 

snowball, snowman or any other you can come up with.  In your writing use adjectives, 

similes and alliteration.  Think about use of connectives, openers and punctuation like 

commas, direct and indirect speech. 

 Use your reading passport to record the books you are reading at home and don’t forget 

to review them.  

 Write a snowy adventure story using one of the story starters below:  

 A mountain rescue team try to get skiers off the mountain because of an 

avalanche. 

 Walkers get trapped by deep snow on the hill and none of them have a mobile 

phone. 

 Two children build an igloo then it collapses, how do they get help?   

 Children playing in the woods get lost and have to look for footprints to find 

their way back but there are giant animal prints there too!  

 

 

 

http://puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com/WordSearchSetupForm.asp


Numeracy 

 Practise 2,3,4,5,6,7,8, 9 and 10 times tables.  You can do this by making a game for 

others, writing them out or accessing websites such as www.multiplication.com  

 Paint or draw symmetrical snowflakes. (For paint, if you use a mixture of shaving foam 

and white school type glue it will dry puffy and hard) 

 Make paper snowflakes cutting out different shapes, triangles, squares, rectangles, 

circles, semi-circles, pentagons, hexagons. 

 Make a snowman and measure it. Find out the difference between its height and yours.  

Current Affairs 

 Read newspaper articles (online or in a newspaper) /watch Newsround to see how the 

weather is affecting the rest of the country. Write your own report about the effects of 

the weather change. What else is happening?   

 You are maybe wondering why the snow has fallen and what causes snow. To find out more 

go to the following site.  https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/learning/weather-for-kids 

 Write a fact file about snow. Include pictures and at least 5 snowy facts! 

Topic 

 Complete some personal research relating to the Titanic or write some questions we could 

investigate when we come back to school. 

Don’t Forget! 

 Have fun outdoors – go sledging, build snowmen and help other members of your 

community dig the snow away to clear their paths. 

http://www.multiplication.com/
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